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No enterprise is 100% secure. Attackers are constantly infiltrating organizations – meaning you must always be prepared 
to detect and respond to breaches. Threat investigation is a critical aspect of this. The better you know your enemy, the 
more prepared you are to respond. The goal of an investigation is to develop a complete and accurate understanding of the 
breach – in record time. Zero in on the threat, collect evidence and run a forensic analysis to understand the details of the 
attack, draw conclusions from your analysis, and mobilize incident responders with actionable insight.  

Threat Investigation with Devo Security Operations
Construct the Full Threat Story 

Figure 1: Devo Security Operations Cross-search Graph Diagram
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ABOUT DEVO

Devo Technology is the data engine behind today’s digitally-driven enterprises, helping organizations 
maximize the economic and operational value of their machine data. The Devo Data Operations Platform 
delivers real-time analytics on streaming and historical data to turn machine data into actions that help 
enterprises achieve sustained performance and growth. By collecting, enhancing and analyzing machine 
data, Devo provides business-driving insights for IT, security, and business teams at the world’s largest 
organizations. For more information visit www.devo.com

The Devo Approach
Devo enables you to investigate threats across all your data in seconds with the industry’s fastest query speeds. Pivot from 
detection to investigation in just a few clicks. Run multiple queries across days, months, and even years. Enrich your data with our 
native MISP server or use your own threat intelligence feeds to quickly determine the origin, complexity, severity, and risk level of a 
threat. With Devo Security Operations, you can make intelligent recommendations based on fact patterns, collaborate across the 
SOC, and accelerate next steps through machine learning and automation.

Gather Evidence
The first step in any investigation is to collect and enrich data to build your case. Devo Security Operations powers your SOC 
with complete visibility at scale. Easily draw insight from across the enterprise from business applications to user behavior; 
explore findings through interactive visualizations; dig into your data right from the dashboard; and build on that data with threat 
intelligence feeds and industry frameworks to more quickly establish the full threat story.

Deepen Your Understanding Through Forensic Analysis
Threat investigators are tasked with answering the who, what, when, where, how and why of the compromise. Forensic analysis 
enables investigators to completely eradicate the threat and inform long-term strategy with a more thorough understanding of 
the incident. Easily dig into historical data to reveal the true duration and impact of the threat. Learn from the past by drawing on 
historical breaches with saved queries and high fidelity threat intel. Leverage advanced analytics and machine learning to speed 
the investigation process. 

Mobilize Incident Responders
Enterprises must institute near real-time remediation measures to effectively close attack pathways, limit the impact of a breach, 
and address and resolve vulnerabilities in the environment. This requires a data-driven and targeted approach with a focus on 
cyber intelligence, increased collaboration, and automation. Devo Security Operations provides unparalleled speed and scale for 
faster triage and response, access to community threat intel for more evolved incident response, and automation to drive next 
steps. Our flexible, open APIs enable you to integrate with various orchestration and automation solutions for seamless response.

Win at Threat Investigation
Modern threat investigation is all about getting to the bottom of a potential breach with increased accuracy and speed. Win at 
threat investigation with Devo Security Operations. Intelligently and quickly investigate a potential compromise; deliver actionable 
insight to incident responders; and accelerate decision-making through automation and intelligence. 

For more information on threat investigation with Devo Security Operations, contact sales@devo.com. 
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